MobileGo (MGO)

About:

MobileGo—a smart token that can facilitate peer-to-peer matchplay and decentralized tournaments for millions of competitive gamers worldwide.

MGO is a smart token set to herald a new era in the gaming industry. It is intended to gamify the Esport platform and incentivize gamers for loyalty and participation through rewards.

Advantages:

- The MGO token has an extremely broad scope of application, providing numerous benefits for different populations. For gamers, it will facilitate peer-to-peer matchplay and decentralized tournaments, serving both as a match reward and
an entrance fee. Moreover, token holders will be able to earn additional discounts for purchasing in-game content.

- Game publishers can get paid in MGO, which has different advantages over fiat money, including the speed of processing payment requests. For crypto enthusiasts, it is an extremely valuable investment: With a $50 billion mobile market and around 1K games being registered on platforms like Google Play and Apple every day, acquiring just a fraction of market penetration results in large revenues.

**Goal**: Our ultimate goal is to make MGO a truly global token, traversing geographical borders and making games available to everyone.

**Roadmap**:

**DECEMBER 2018**: Tournament prize payouts available in MGO. A launch of Esport (in beta) and GShare. Registration open for gamers and the MGO community. First tournaments.
**JANUARY 2019**: More games and tournaments on Esport. Promotion of GShare outside the GNation ecosystem as a tool for game developers.

**FEBRUARY 2019**: Improvements and updates of GNation Profile—more social mechanics and gamification.

**MARCH 2019**: Launch of GNation Store with games, in-game items, and other virtual goods. More games, more tournaments, and more users on Esport. Expansion of GShare through partnerships and game developers.